Licence Fees
for post-secondary and other educational institutions

The Deutsch-Uni Online

DUO is the learning platform that will help you learn German in a simple yet
effective manner. DUO can be used to complement your regular German
lessons or as an independent, flexible form of learning – with your or our
teaching staff as tutors.
Possible forms of learning:
blended learning: DUO programs support your regular lessons to
whatever extent you choose
assisted learning: your or our teachers assist learners as online-tutors

Available DUO courses
basis-deutsch:
German beginners’ courses
uni-deutsch:
courses for linguistic, organisational, and practical preparation
for university life in Germany
fach-deutsch:
transfer of specialized subject
knowledge and subject-specific
language

Licence Offer

basis-deutsch A1
basis-deutsch A2

A1
A2

uni-deutsch sprachkurs
uni-deutsch studienorganisation
uni-deutsch TestDaFtraining
uni-deutsch studienpraxis

B1
B1
B2
B2

fach-deutsch bio
fach-deutsch jura
fach-deutsch kultur
fach-deutsch medizin
fach-deutsch natur
fach-deutsch psycholinguistik
fach-deutsch technik
fach-deutsch wirtschaft

C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1

licence fee is only composed
of a fee per participant
cost per participant decreases
with number of participating
students (see graphic)
includes technical support and student management services
each participant will receive an individual account for 6 months
additional DUO tutors may be booked if required

(DUO) is designed for anyone
wanting to prepare for their stay
in Germany, Austria, or
Switzerland. And more than just
on the linguistic level. DUO
supplies the necessary
knowledge to everyone wanting
to study or research in Germanspeaking countries – from
language skills to professional
qualifications. DUO has the
following advantages:
effective ffective language
acquisition through
individual learning paths
flexible learning that isn’t
limited to a certain place
or time
optimal preparation for a
stay in a German-speaking
country
tutor assistance and
guidance
transfer of practical
knowledge
achieving qualifications
related to subject matter and
subject-specific language
contact with people with
similar goals

Fee in EUR/participant
55
50
45
40
35
30
25

Information und
Consultation:

20 50 100

200

500

1000

Participant

Deutsch-Uni Online
Tel.: +49 89 2180 72499
info@deutsch-uni.com
www.deutsch-uni.com

